WATER COMPLEXES WITH AMMONIA AND CARBON DIOXIDE IN POTASSIUM BROMIDE MATRIX
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In this work a new experimental approach to reveal and study the water intermediates with the gas species in condensed phase at ambient temperature by IR spectral technique is presented. It has been established that the complexes between water molecule and ammonia as well as carbon dioxide in KBr matrix can be formed. *Ab initio* calculations in terms of density functional theory (DFT) at B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p) level allowed us to conclude that this binding is accompanied by the hydrogen atom transfer from water to partner molecule.

Experimental and theoretical techniques

Materials

The purity of ammonia and carbon dioxide was no less than 99.999% and was controlled by gas chromatography with a thermal conductivity detector and identification of the main impurities by a conjugate mass selective detector. For this procedure we have used gas chromatograph “Tswet – 800” (Tswet.ru, Russia) with a flow inlet system and in situ analysis as well as chromato-mass spectrometer GCMS - QP2010 Plus (Shimadzu, Japan) with a vacuum sample inlet system of “Valco Instruments Co. Inc.”. In situ analysis was conducted on a column of 5 m long filled Chromaton N-AW-HMDS (0.16 × 0.20 mm) with 15% of applied liquid phase E-301. Separation of components was carried out by chromato-mass spectrometry on a capillary column Agilent CP7434 stabilized trifluoropropylmethylpolysiloxane phase at 323 K. Processing of the results was made in “GCMS Real Time Analysis”. For the identification of the main impurities the library of mass spectra NIST-11 was used.

Water was deionized (Resistivity 18.2 MΩ·cm at 25°C) by passing through a Millipore Direct-Q system (Millipore, MA, USA).

Samples preparation

The preparation of potassium bromide matrix for the IR study was fully described in our previous papers. Briefly, on the first step the KBr powder is saturated by gas (ammonia or carbon dioxide) during two – three hours in a reactor designed for these experiments either together with the water vapour, or by the gas passed through water layer. After that the treated KBr powder is pressed and the obtained pellet is placed in FTIR spectrometer.

FTIR measurements

The ratio of mixed components was chosen in such a way that IR absorption in the selected spectral range with the minimum of background absorption could be recorded. The amount of the KBr powder depends on the fineness of grinding, homogeneity of mixing and the features of pressing system. Therefore, we could not use the universal method.

Introduction

The hydration of ammonia and carbon dioxide plays a crucial role in many important processes passing in atmosphere and water resources, as well as on the earth surface and in its crust. Besides, this phenomenon can be considered as an appropriate model for the nature of the ice formation on the planets and satellites. The problem of water association with gases arises also in the producing of high purity materials.

The IR spectroscopy is a classical experimental method using for the study of the unstable water clusters. However the IR measurements of samples, containing water mixtures is very difficult and similar data have been obtained in the matrixes of noble gases at low temperatures. However, most important processes with the participation of a water molecule take place at ambient temperatures.

In earlier work IR technique has been used to detect and study unstable water intermediates at ambient conditions. The fixation of reactive particles in the KBr matrix was taken as a base.

We have modified this method and extended it on the water associates. Unlike the neutral matrix material, KBr matter can be an active component supporting the interactions in the system. This feature is provided by the ability of KBr powder to hold water as well as other gas or liquid species. Besides this matrix is a very suitable material for IR experiments, because KBr is transparent in a broad IR range.

In this work we have presented the IR spectral manifestation of water intermediates formation with ammonia and carbon dioxide and their transformations in KBr matrix as well as tried to demonstrate the role of potassium bromide in the mechanism of interaction by DFT method.
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ratio of components and have selected the optimal composition for each sample.

Spectra were recorded on a IRAffinity-1 (Shimadzu Co. Inc.) FTIR spectrometer in the range 4000-500 cm⁻¹ with a resolution of 2 cm⁻¹ and a scan number of 40. All other parameters have corresponded to the ones established by the producer. The accuracy of measurement of wave numbers was controlled by the spectrum of polystyrene, being ±0.2 cm⁻¹.

DFT calculations

*Ab initio* calculation was carried out in terms of DFT, realized in the computer program GAUSSIAN 09, revision E.01. The geometry, energetic, electronic and spectroscopic characteristics were calculated by the B3LYP functional and the basis set 6-311++G(2d,2p).

Results and discussion

IR study of ammonia-water system

In high frequencies region, a new band at 3240 cm⁻¹ was observed (in figure 1a, this band is labelled by an asterisk).

![Figure 1a. FTIR spectra of KBr pellets for water-ammonia system saturated by water vapour (a), by ammonia gas (b) and by a mixture of components (c) in a high frequencies region.]

For heavy water the band at 2460 cm⁻¹ was found (Figure 1b). Since the isotopic shift (ν_H/ν_D = 1.32) agrees well with the expected value, we have assigned these bands to the OH stretching of bonded water in a complex with ammonia molecule.

In the 1800-1200 cm⁻¹ region we have seen a new band at 1495 cm⁻¹ (Figure 2a), whereas for the heavy water a new band at 1078 cm⁻¹ was observed (Figure 2b).

The isotopic shift of mentioned band (ν_H/ν_D = 1.39) correlates well with the theoretically predicted value for the XH stretching (X is O or N atom).

![Figure 2a. FTIR spectra of KBr pellets for water-ammonia system in a middle frequencies range saturated by water vapour (a), by ammonia gas (b) and by a mixture of components (c).]

The band at 1495 cm⁻¹ locates in the same spectral range, where the NH stretching of ammonium salts locates. Therefore, this band can be assigned to the stretching of N-H bond in a water cluster, appearing because of the
hydrogen atom transfer from water to ammonia molecule and formation of (NH₃)⁺ fragment.

**IR Study of Carbon Dioxide-Water System**

In the case of carbon dioxide-water system in OH stretching region two new bands at 3120 and 2925 cm⁻¹ (in Figure 3a, these are labelled by an asterisks) were observed.

![Figure 3a](image)

**Figure 3a.** FTIR spectra of KBr pellets for water-carbon dioxide system in a high frequencies range saturated by water vapour (a), by carbon dioxide gas (b) and by a mixture of the components (c).

For the mixture of carbon dioxide with the heavy water a new band at 2455 cm⁻¹ was found (in Figure 3b, it is labelled by an asterisk). Therefore, the mentioned bands correspond to water OH stretching in intermediate with carbon dioxide.

![Figure 3b](image)

**Figure 3b.** The FTIR spectra of KBr pellets for heavy water-carbon dioxide system in a high frequencies range saturated by water vapour (a), by carbon dioxide gas (b) and by a mix of components (c).

Besides in the 2600-2000 cm⁻¹ region two new bands at 2140 and 2108 cm⁻¹ were found (in figure 3b, these are labelled by asterisks). For sample containing heavy water there is no sufficient shift and can be assigned to CO stretching in complex.

The carbon dioxide can form two shapes of water intermediates with O (water)-C (carbon dioxide) and H (water)-O (carbon dioxide) binding. Therefore, the appearance of two new bands in high frequencies region may be relate to the existence of both shapes of water-carbon dioxide intermediates.

In the middle IR region two overlapping bands at 1395 and 1380 cm⁻¹ were revealed. These bands don’t have isotopic shift for heavy water mixture (Figure 4). If to account that the stretching vibrations of carbonates locate in this range, the mentioned bands can be assigned to CO stretching of CO₃²⁻ anion, arising owing to the transformation of initial water complex in the stable structure (H₂CO₃).

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4.** FTIR spectra of KBr pellets for water-carbon dioxide system in a middle frequencies range saturated by water vapour (a), by carbon dioxide gas (b) and by a mixture of the components (c).

**DFT study of ammonia-water system**

For this system, the *ab initio* calculation predicts the optimized geometry of complex with one water molecule. For the other variants of a cluster structure the set of calculated frequencies contained the negative values and therefore were excluded from the consideration. This geometry is shown in figure 5. The distances KBr-H₂O = 2.59Å and KBr-NH₃ = 2.63Å are considerably longer than the distance NH₃-H₂O = 1.74Å. The calculation gives the frequency of OH-stretching about 3030 cm⁻¹. The big shift of this mode relatively free water OH stretching is caused by the strong interaction between H-atom of water and N-atom of ammonia molecule in the complex.

![Figure 5](image)

**Figure 5.** Calculated optimized geometry of the (H₂O/NH₃/KBr) system.
Therefore this interaction can lead to the hydrogen atom transfer from water to ammonia. The computation shows that the transfer about 0.05 Å of water H-atom to NH₃ fragment in complex has energetic barrier less than 8 kJ/mol. However OH-stretching frequency shifts at this transformation from 3030 up to 1698 cm⁻¹, i.e. to the range, in which the new IR bands were observed.

DFT study of carbon dioxide-water system

In this case the calculation gives another mechanism of complex formation in comparison to ammonia-water system.

The obtained structure of water complex with carbon dioxide includes two water molecules. Unlike the previous system, the water and gas components locate on the different sides from KBr centres (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Calculated optimized geometry of the (2H₂O/CO₂/KBr) system.

The calculation predicts the hydrogen atom transfer between two water molecules in this cluster. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the oxygen atom of carbon dioxide on the first step is protonated by H⁺ of the hydronium ion leading to the formation of (CO₂H)⁺ fragment. Then the OH group from water cluster transfers to (CO₂H)⁺ and as a result the H₂CO₃−H₂O complex is formed.

On a whole, the DFT data agree with the effects observed in the IR spectra. The appearance of new bands is the manifestation of water binding with ammonia or carbon dioxide molecules accompanied by the hydrogen atom transfer.

Conclusions

The presented data demonstrate that the suggested method using the KBr matrix technique gives the opportunity to investigate the unstable water intermediates at ambient conditions.

The KBr matrix is not neutral in formation of water complexes. Its role is to hold the components as well as to facilitate the molecular transformation.
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